Where theory meets practice.

Earn your Master of Finance while continuing to work.
Learn from the best, with the best.

Accelerate your finance career with the Rotman Master of Finance, a 20-month program designed for working professionals.

The Rotman MFin is for decision makers who understand and appreciate complex finance issues in a global context. Bay Street needs more of the sort of high-level finance professionals that the program is designed to produce.

Ron Lloyd
CEO, Credit Suisse Canada

THE ROTMAN MFIN ADVANTAGE

Welcome to Canada’s top finance school.

Rotman is positioned to accelerate the careers of working professionals in finance.

Over 20 months, you will develop your leadership potential by mastering the diverse languages of finance.

“The Rotman MFin will enable you to communicate with clients, colleagues and leaders about real-world business needs. Decision-makers need a financial edge in gaining financial and applied training in areas such as risk management, corporate finance, alternative data sources and portfolio management. Rotman MFin students are drawn from diverse Eighteen months, they are tomorrow’s finance leaders. West from North America and are renowned as tomorrow’s finance leaders.”

Ron Lloyd
CEO, Credit Suisse Canada
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Rotman MFin

The Rotman MFin will enable you to communicate with clients, colleagues and leaders about real-world business needs. Decision-makers need a financial edge in gaining financial and applied training in areas such as risk management, corporate finance, alternative data sources and portfolio management. Rotman MFin students are drawn from diverse Eighteen months, they are tomorrow’s finance leaders.
Ciaran Dayal, MFin ’15, CFA
Associate Director, Prime Services, Scotiabank Global Banking and Markets

Prior experience:
Associate, RBC Investor and Treasury Services

Prior education:
Honours Bachelor of Business Administration, Wilfrid Laurier University

Rotman highlight:
Building a network of accomplished professionals.

“The Rotman MFin has given me invaluable insights and knowledge into the capital markets. The program has definitely helped advance my career in finance.”

Masters of Finance Class Profile
First year class size: 38
Class of 2014 & 2015

Class Profile by Industry
Class of 2014 & 2015

Location
Graduate full campus experiences in downtown Toronto at the historic St. George campus of the University of Toronto, just blocks away from Bay Street.

Powerful Network
Small classes of highly motivated students form the foundations of a powerful, lifelong network that will help you succeed long after graduation.

Reputation
The University of Toronto is Canada’s top-ranked university and is the only Canadian school in the global top 20.

Resources
Access the BMO Financial Group Finance Research and Trading Lab and its proprietary software applications – resources in demand by research and financial institutions worldwide.

Career Enhancement
Our Career Services for Working Professionals are dedicated to providing you relevant support to help you steer your career in the direction you choose.

Curriculum
Developed in consultation with the finance community, and built to give you a breadth and depth of finance knowledge.

World-Class Faculty
Rotman’s finance faculty are ranked among the top in the world for research and for finance. They include both seasoned industry professionals and prominent academics such as John Hull, the world’s leading expert in derivatives, options and risk management.

Real-Time Application
Make an impact in your workplace by putting into practice what you’ve learned immediately.
THE ROTMAN MFIN ADVANTAGE

A powerful network.

The bonds of friendship and respect between Master of Finance students allow them to form a network for life.

You will be with the same classmates for the duration of the MFin program, and will learn as much from them as from your professors. Through speaking and social events, we also make it easy for you to engage with and learn from the larger Rotman community.

As an MFin student, you gain a robust skill set and a depth of knowledge to excel in any field of finance. You also gain the confidence to discuss financial news and concepts with your colleagues and clients.

“...”
W orld-class finance faculty.

Learn from the world’s leading thought leaders in finance.

The Rotman faculty is ranked in the top 10 globally for research by the Financial Times. Our professors have built a strong reputation for their groundbreaking scholarship, their published work, their practical industry knowledge, and their authoritative insight into finance issues.

Alexandra MacKay
Academic Director
Master of Finance
Senior Lecturer in Finance
PhD, York University
Winner of the Professor of the Year Teaching Excellence Award, MBA (2002), the Roger and Nancy Martin Award for Excellence in Teaching (2000) and the Nancy Barsky Memorial Prize (1998).

A faculty member in the Finance area of the Rotman School since 1996, her research interests include efficiency of fixed income markets in Canada.

Tom McCurdy
Bonham Chair in International Finance
Professor of Finance
Founder and director of the BMO Financial Group Finance Research and Trading Lab
PhD, University of London (LSE)
An associate editor of the Journal of Financial Econometrics, he is also an associate fellow at the CIRANO Research Institute (Montreal).
Co-developer of the RIT market simulator and associated simulation-based learning cases.
Recent research includes forecasting the distribution of asset returns, jump and market crash risk, real-time identification of structural breaks, and model risk.

John Hull
Co-Director, Master of Finance
Professor of Finance and Maple Financial Group Chair in Derivatives and Risk Management
PhD, Cranfield University
Author of Options, Futures, and Other Derivatives, Risk Management and Financial Institutions, and Fundamentals of Futures and Options Markets. All three are widely used in trading rooms and business schools around the world.
Voted as the academic “who has made the biggest contribution to the derivatives industry in the last five years” at the 2006 Global Derivatives Conference in Paris.
In 2008, became the first honouree in The Professional Risk Managers International Association’s (PRMIA) History Makers Series.
Elected to the Fixed Income Hall of Fame by the Fixed Income Analysts Society. In 2010, received a lifetime achievement award from Risk, one of the world’s leading financial risk management magazines.

THE ROTMAN MFIN ADVANTAGE

World-class finance faculty.

Learn from the world’s leading thought leaders in finance.
Selected Guest Speakers to Date

Richard Cantor  
Chief Credit Officer,  
Moody’s Investors Service

Peter Christoffersen  
Professor of Finance, Rotman School

Pierre Fleurent  
Managing Director,  
RBC Capital Markets

Ned Goodman  
President and CEO,  
Dundee Corporation

Marianne Harris  
Managing Director and President,  
Merrill Lynch Canada

Jeffrey Hook  
Managing Director, Focus Securities

Laurence Booth  
CIT Chair in Structured Finance  
Professor of Finance  
DBA, Indiana University

Richard L. Sondor  
Chairman and CEO,  
Environmental Financial Products LLC

Albert Shum  
Executive Vice-President,  
Bank of China (Canada)

Peter Christoffersen  
Professor of Finance  
PhD Coordinator, Finance  
PhD in Economics, University of Pennsylvania  
Bank of Canada Fellow  
Author of Elements of Financial Risk Management  
Associate Editor of the Review of Financial Studies, the Journal of Financial Econometrics, and the Journal of Risk  
Winner of research awards from Q-Group, KPMG, the Montreal Exchange, and STOXX  
Former economist at the International Monetary Fund (IMF)  
Member of the Model Validation Council at the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve in Washington, DC

John Hull  
Maple Financial Group Chair of Derivatives and Risk Management;  
Professor of Finance, Rotman School

Paul Langii  
COQ, TD Securities; Senior Vice-President, TD Bank Group

Eric Melville  
Managing Director,  
CIBC World Markets

Sandy McIntyre  
President and CEO, Sentry Select

Satish Rai  
Vice-Chair, TD Asset Management;  
Senior Vice-President, TD Bank Financial Group

Jane Rowe  
Senior Vice-President, Teachers’ Private Capital

THE ROTMAN MFIN ADVANTAGE

An intellectual hub.

Meet today’s leading finance experts at the Rotman Master of Finance Speaker Series.

The insights of these scholars and highly-regarded professionals have an extraordinary impact on audiences. The Rotman Master of Finance Speaker Series also qualify as Continuing Education (CE) activities for CFA charter holders. A selection qualify for GARP CE credits.
Program and career services staff are available at the School to meet one-on-one and help you negotiate your degree and career.

A wide variety of academic and research partnerships exists between Rotman and the corporate world, making this an ideal place to sharpen your financial edge.

The value of a full-campus experience to your personal and professional development cannot be understated. Thanks to our downtown location, you’ll gain unprecedented access to our world-renowned faculty. You’ll also be able to interact with thought leaders through speaker series, social and networking opportunities, cross-program interactions and more.

THE ROTMAN MFIN ADVANTAGE

Downtown location + full-campus experience.

The Rotman School is part of U of T and is located just blocks from Bay Street and the local business community. Classes are fully on campus so you’ll be able to experience the breadth of events and offerings at the university.

The University of Toronto
Established in 1827, the University of Toronto is one of Canada’s oldest and most respected research universities. Home to 77,000 students and 30,230 faculty and staff members, U of T has produced more Nobel Prize-winning graduates and Rhodes Scholars than any other Canadian university.

By graduating from Rotman, you’ll join an expansive network of over 500,000 alumni of the University of Toronto, and benefit from the global reputation of both the Rotman MFin program and one of the world’s leading research universities.

Angel Liu, MFin ‘15, CPA, CA
Accounting and Finance Manager, and Chief Compliance Officer, Brookfield Financial

Prior experience:
Senior Associate, PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP

Prior education:
Bachelor of Management and Organizational Studies, University of Western Ontario

Extracurricular activities:
Inaugural CPA Master of Finance Ethics Challenge Winner, FSAB MFin Student Representative

“I have learned and accomplished so much after just two semesters in the program. I love how the Rotman MFin supports my career aspirations, and its part-time structure that allows me to continue to work and meet my personal obligations.”

The University of Toronto ranks:

#1 in Canada
#20 in the World

— 2013 Times Higher Education World Reputation Rankings
Financial markets continue to grow exponentially in size and exposure. With increasing globalization, market and corporate developments require rapid, accurate and in-depth analysis. To ensure our students remain competitive, the Rotman School runs the renowned Finance Research and Trading Lab. This state-of-the-art facility allows you to hone your skills as a trader and analyst by giving you access to tools and real-time information on the global markets. You’ll gain valuable experience to successfully carry out similar activities at work. The Lab also allows you to develop and use industry applications, and to interact with industry experts.

WHERE THEORY MEETS PRACTICE

Broaden your impact.

Providing you with the world-class resources you need to succeed.

As Canada’s leading business school, Rotman offers you wide-ranging opportunities to broaden your impact as a future finance leader. Some of its features include:

- Data feeds from Bloomberg, Reuters 3000 Xtra, Thomson Reuters Eikon and FactSet;
- Access to key research databases such as DataStream, ExecuComp, Reuters DealScan, Capital IQ, Morningstar Direct, SDC Platinum Global New Issues, I/B/E/S, Optionmetrics, NYSE Tag and many more.

Michael Hayes, MFin ’14, CFA
Senior Advisor,
Office of the Vice-Chair
BMO Capital Markets, Chicago

“The program breadth and depth is truly exceptional, and it has allowed me to significantly accelerate my career trajectory into the U.S. capital markets.”

Rotman Interactive Trader
This breakthrough tool developed at the Rotman School uses simulation-based learning to teach different types of investment, trading and hedging strategies. Participants tackle various investment challenges in a real-time trading environment. The software supports equity, fixed income and derivatives products, and introduces students to case studies that test their ability to apply theory to practical situations. The Rotman Interactive Trader is a cornerstone of the lab’s focus on interactive learning. Participants gain the ability to make good financial decisions in complex environments by taking account of, and managing, uncertainty about the future.

Rotman Portfolio Manager
The Rotman Portfolio Manager is a sophisticated portfolio and risk management platform that links to the real-time data feeds in the Lab. The platform allows students to purchase and sell stocks, options, futures and fixed income investments from North American markets on a secure platform virtually identical to those used by finance professionals on Bay Street and Wall Street.

Case Competitions
Each year, Rotman students take part in case competitions, where they are challenged to apply their skills and knowledge to a real-world problem faced by a corporation. The School hosts a number of well-known events such as the Rotman International Trading Competition. These competitions allow you to test out your business knowledge and sharpen your team-building skills.
“The Rotman MFin program provides the best post-CFA training and education for experienced professionals in the country. You will be challenged by the country’s top professors, practitioners and students, and by graduation, you will have accelerated your career in the finance profession. No other Canadian school can offer this.”

Otto Yung, MFin, MBA, CPA, CMA, CFA, PEng
Executive Director, Bluenorth Capital

“The program

Sharpen your financial edge.

Make an immediate impact at work.

The MFin curriculum provides a breadth and depth of knowledge that allows you to master the diverse challenges of the finance industry.

Take the Next Step

The MFin program provides the most advanced training in finance available. The curriculum supplements and extends beyond that of the Chartered Financial Analyst (CFA) and other professional finance designations.

As a Rotman MFin student, you will be able to take the insights you learned in class and apply them immediately to the real life challenges of your workplace.

Your MFin Experience

The Rotman MFin program begins each year in September with pre-program activities designed to get students back into an academic mindset.

Classes are delivered on Wednesday evenings and full days on alternating Saturdays over 20 months. To accommodate long weekends without class, some classes are on consecutive Saturdays.

Students follow a set curriculum of integrated courses. See the inside back cover for full details on the MFin curriculum.

“In addition to the academic excellence of the Rotman MFin, I’ve been impressed by the availability of professors, and the resources and support that the program provides to help students achieve their best.”

Royal Poulin, MFin ’15, CMA, CBV
Executive Vice-President and Chief Financial Officer, RES PUBLICA Consulting Group
Prior experience: Senior Consultant, Arthur Andersen LLP
Prior education: Bachelor of Commerce, University of Sherbrooke
Rotman highlight: Having my first child just before starting the program.
“With the tools and skills I gained through this intense 20 month experience, I was able to make a career move at my workplace and land my dream job right after graduation.”

YOUR CAREER

Accelerate your success.

Our dedicated career services will help you design and structure a personalized career plan to achieve your professional goals.

In a competitive job market, it takes serious focus, drive and leadership skills to take your career to the next level. At Rotman, you will gain access to a suite of career services designed for working professionals.

Career Services Offerings
- One-on-one coaching
- 24/7 online resources
- Workshops & speaker events
- Self-assessment
- Independent job search strategies

- Networking techniques
- Resume & cover letter reviews
- Interview preparation
- Behavioural mock interviews
- Job offer and negotiation advice

Career Services Offerings
- Networking techniques
- Resume & cover letter reviews
- Interview preparation
- Behavioural mock interviews
- Job offer and negotiation advice

YOUR CAREER
Siyan Tan, MFin ’13, CFA
Assistant Vice-President,
Portfolio Manager,
Mackenzie Investments

Prior experience:
Assistant Portfolio Manager,
Ontario Teachers’ Pension Plan

Prior education:
Bachelor of Electrical Engineering,
McMaster University

Participation in career services:
Interview preparation and job offer negotiation

Rotman highlights:
Trading simulation exercises and lively class discussions

“I look back fondly on my time as an MFin student and the friendships I made during the program. We enjoyed some terrific discussions during our shared meal times, advancing the debates we had started with our professors in class.”
MAIN AREAS OF STUDY

INVESTMENTS
- Theory and practice integrated in applied teaching (Professor Peer Christoffersen and Adjunct Professor Chia-Ning)

APPLICATIONS OF DERIVATIVES PRODUCTS
- Learn how to untangle complete derivatives (Professor Alan White)

RISK MANAGEMENT AND FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS
- Learn how to develop and implement risk management systems in financial institutions (Professor Alan White)

CORPORATE VALUATION, INVESTMENT BANKING AND FIXED INCOME
- Learn about current developments in financial institution regulation (Professor John Hull)

BANKING AND FIXED INCOME
- Hear from instructors with years of real-world experience (Adjunct Professor Heather-Anne Irwin, Lecturer Fotini Tolias)

FINANCIAL REPORTING & ANALYSIS AND ADVANCED ACCOUNTING
- (Associate Professor Ramy Elitzur)

FORECASTING RISKS AND OPPORTUNITIES FOR FINANCIAL SECURITIES
- Develop trading strategies (Professor Tom McCurdy)

FOUNDATIONS OF FINANCE AND APPLIED PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT
- (Professor Laurence Booth)

LEADERSHIP & NEGOTIATIONS
- (Associate Professor Geoffrey Leonardelli and Adjunct Professor Hugh Arnold)

MACRO-ECONOMICS
- (Associate Professor Walid Hejazi)

Note: On occasion, the curriculum may be altered to better reflect new developments in the financial markets.

Courses and schedules are subject to approval by Rotman governance committees.

BEYOND THE CLASSROOM

ROTMAN INTERNATIONAL TRADING COMPETITION
- Held every year at Rotman's BMO Financial Group Finance Research and Trading Lab, this three-day tournament is the largest in the world. It pits more than 50 teams from universities as far away as South Africa, Egypt and Hong Kong.

MIX AND MINGLE
- A networking and reconnecting event. Current students, alumni and staff get together to celebrate the MFin community.
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GET STARTED

We’re here for you.

There are many ways to connect with us.

Contact our admissions team, drop in on an information event or visit us online.

Next Steps
1. Get more information online rotman.utoronto.ca/MFin
2. Sign up for Admissions events rotman.utoronto.ca/MFin/events
3. Read our Working Professionals Experience blog inside.rotman.utoronto.ca/workingprofessional

Meet Our Team
To meet one-on-one our Admissions team or if you have questions, we invite you to contact us
mfin@rotman.utoronto.ca 416.946.3377

Connect With Us
Follow us on Twitter @rotmanschool
Watch us on Youtube youtube.com/rotmanschool
Follow us on Linkedin linkedin.com/company/rotman-school-of-management
Like us on Facebook facebook.com/Rotman SchoolOfManagement
See what’s new on Pinterest pinterest.com/rotmanschool

Apply Now
Even if you aren’t yet ready to apply, create your online profile with us so you can stay informed and easily register for our upcoming admissions events.
Create your profile getstarted.rotman.utoronto.ca
2014 | 2015
Rotman School of Management
University of Toronto
105 St. George Street
Toronto, Ontario, Canada M5S 3E6

2014  New Dean Tiff Macklem – former Senior Deputy Governor, Bank of Canada
2012  Rotman expansion (new building) opens
2007  Morning MBA and MFin programs launched
2003  Rotman ranked #1 b-school in Canada by the Financial Times
2000  Marcel Desautel gives significant donation for Integrative Thinking
1999  1st Executive Program courses offered
1998  New Dean Roger Martin – top global management thinker
1996  Moved to 105 St George Street
1995  School renamed Joseph L. Rotman School of Management – our transformation begins
1983  Rotman’s Executive MBA launched
1973  Part-Time MBA program launched
1971  School renamed Faculty of Management
1969  1st PhD program
1960  1st MBA
1938  1st Master’s of Business
1901  1st course in management
1837  University of Toronto charter
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